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From the rear cover..
Born into working class poverty in the North of England in 1925, Eddie Davies' personal account illustrates
the remarkable and colourful lives led by many ‘ordinary people'. From a succession of dead-end and
downright dangerous jobs, through a ferocious (though often hilarious) World War II, back to Blighty and
then off to central Africa for more hair-raising adventures. All this well before I even met the man who was
to become father-in-law and grand-dad to my kids.
We should be grateful that there are those prepared and able to describe their journey through a rapidly
changing world - a world that has all but disappeared as we hurtle towards an uncertain future. No doubt
there will be similar shared memories for many of the older ones amongst us, and a damn good read for the
rest!

Professional review..
..A gem... Welcome to the life and times of Eddie Davies, an ordinary Lancashire lad who set out to leave
a log of his life to his grandchildren and found it turning into 330-odd pages of “Ramblings of a Rolling
Stone”... Rambling it is not. Funny, open and honest it most certainly is..
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